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All the DSS material is now accessible to the
Vennes
The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English (London:
has
1998), a translation of all the non-biblical Scrolls, but excluding small
and mutilated fragments which cannot be rendered into
In the
preface to this latest edition he writes: "Following the
which
'liberated' all the
in 1991- until that moment a large portion of them
was
away from the
gaze - every interested person
free access to
the entire Qumran library. I eagerly seized the chance and set out to explore the
whole collection" (p.xiii).
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While plausible, the identification of the
community as Essenes is by no
means a unanimously held viewpoint. After reviewing various vv•.._vuo,
Sheler draws a cautious conclusion: " ... while the Essene
of the
and the
dominate the field in
the
of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the
is far from settled. It may well take
the discovery of additional ancient
to remove the rerna1nir:tg
uncertainties"
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In par.166 the relationships within the other two sects are described as follows:
" ... the Pharisees are friendly to one another and are for the exercise of concord
and regard for the
But the behavior of the Sadducees one towards another is
in some degree wild; and their conversation with those who are of their own
is as barbarous as if they were strangers to them."
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Not all would agree with this
identification. The years 94-88 BC saw an
by the Pharisees against the
Hasmonean
Alexander Jannaeus. Alexander's
was profligate
and his
this
he killed 50,000 Jews. For this reason
ui.,.nt.iHu him with the Wicked Priest and believe that this is when the
SeeP. Bolt and G.
"Five
worth KDCIWUH!
"in The Briefing,
9, 2000, 10. This
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identification depends for its support on the Commentary on Nahum (4Q 169)
which seems to describe some of the atrocities carried out against the Pharisees
(comment on Nahum
This document, however, is
and makes no
sp<::cntc mention of the Wicked Priest.
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An
comes from The Temple Scroll which displays some mt11gulmg
similarities with
"The wall shall be seven cubits wide and ,.....,.,..,,..,, ..,,.,.....,.
cubits
. . . There shall be three gates in the east, three in
south, three in the
west and three in the north. The gates shall be fifty cubits wide and their
seventy cubits" (1
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"throw no light on the meaning of the books expounded,
they
much light on
beliefs of the commentators and
companions. They believed themselves to
entered
days,
days to which
forward; and they eagerly
awaited
signal
would herald the dawn of
new age,
signal
would at
same time summon
to arms against
. . ,.,"",,.,.,,,,,"" of God." 93
2. Background to the New Testament

we need to guard agai~st
danger of "parallelomania",
DSS provide us
significant insights into the ethos
expectations of a significant group within
century Judaism.
seeking to correlate
and
DSS Vermes opens
discussion
a sensible observation:
similarities of
language, ideology, attitude to
Bible etc., may be due to
Palestinian atmosphere of the epoch, without
any direct
94
influence." However, he
makes the unlikely suggestion
·
monarchic administration of the early Jerusalem . ., ....
practice of religious communism was modelled on Essene society. A
evidence, however, hardly suggests a
closer examination of
causal connection.
voluntary sale of property Acts and sharing
. proceeds with the poor
amounted to
"religious
communism" of
u. ........

at times is
Jesus' teaching and
of
at
were applied
great severity, so
a man was not even
to
it
a
(lQS,
1
' more wholesome teaching
f Sabbath observance,
controversial subj l
question he put to his hearers
there be among you, who
have one sheep,
Sabbath, will
not take
of it and
......"'.,IJ_........
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The same caution needs to be exercised when comparing the Qumran writings to
the remainder of the NT. While there are points of intersection, it be<;:omes
precarious to establish causal connections between the two. On this score Sheler
makes a sensible observation: " ... these points of intersection highlight the
Jewishness of the apostles and the diversity of the Judaism from which Christianity
emerged, rather than suggesting any direct link with the Qumramites - a link for
which there is no real evidence. After a
of study, the Dead Sea Scrolls
have shown more
than anyone could have anticipated how deeply
Christianity was rooted in the Judaism of its time" (Is the Bible True? 170).
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NT can
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Jesus
Teacher of Righteousness,
any
would- on any sober estimation
between Jesus and
Wicked
evidence - have to be regarded as entirely spurious.
greatest importance
DSS have for
NT lies the light
they shed on
of Jesus.
Encyclopaedia
Britannica gives a balanced assessment of
significance of
DSS:
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These manuscript finds are among
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An obvious parallel is the use of the light/darkness contrast in such Dead Sea
documents as The Rule of the Community and The War Scroll on the one hand' and
in the Johannine literature on the other. A methodical investigation comparing the
imagery as found in these sources has been conducted by Richard Bauck:ham,
"Qumran and the Fourth Gospel: Is There a Connection?" in S.E. Porter and C.A.
Evans (eds.), The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After, Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1997, 267-279. According to Bauckham, a close
examination of the data does little for the hypothesis of some kind of influence of
Qumran on John: " ... the similarity between the use of light/darkness imagery in
the two cases is almost entirely limited to the basic symbolism: light and darkness
symbolize truth and error operating on a cosmic scale. The particular development
of this symbolism in each case diverges widely. Characteristic terminology,
dominant imagery and theological significance all differ to such an extent as t-o
make the influence of Qumran on the Fourth Gospel unlikely" (275).
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